Introduction of Facilitator 導師簡介

Mr. CK CHO LLB (Hons.) Barrister, CFE , FHKIMoD
C.K. delivers post-graduate courses in corporate governance and regulatory framework at the
School of Accounting and Finance Hong Kong Polytechnic University as a Professor of Practice
(Law) since 2017. He is also responsible for conducting training courses on Fintech and RegTech.
C.K. Cho is a Fellow Member of the Hong Kong Institute of Directors and a former President of
the Hong Kong Chapter of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners.
C.K. is a member of the Entrepreneurship Committee Advisory Group of Hong Kong Cyberport
Management Company Limited; a former director of Invotech Limited, a Training Consultant of
the Agency for Volunteers Services.
In 1984, CK obtained a scholarship award by the Younger Managers Club for his outstanding
performance as the top student of all classes of students of the Diploma in Management Studies
Couse jointly organised by Hong Kong Polytechnic University and Hong Kong Management
Association from1974 to 1984.

Mr Fletcher Ng
Founder of ThinkNG-IT Consultancy and Innovation Coaching
Fletcher has over the past 25 years been the Group CIO, Global and APAC CIO for international
listed Multi-National Corporations helping them to manage technology teams and projects
across the continents. He was previously stationed in London, Paris and Amsterdam and has
amassed considerable international knowledge and practices.
Fletcher has an established and track record in having performed major change management
projects and in transforming business ecosystems through technology. He started his career as
a programmer and worked his way up through the ranks establishing himself as the GCIO for a
major HK listed property conglomerate. In 2016, he left the corporate world to mentor startups
and University students as well as guest lecturing at Universities and Management Colleges on
Innovation and emerging technologies such as Blockchains. He is also an Agile and Project
Management Coach.
Fletcher runs his own IT consultancy which provides strategic expertise, coaching and project
management to corporations, large and small in digital change management. He is also a speaker
and industry specialist panelist at corporate and SME events as well as being a start up judge at
Cyberport. He has a pulse on the most updated developments in Innovation. Having corporate,
start up and business expertise, Fletcher is able to blend all these qualities to provide expert
knowledge in subjects such as IOT, AI and strategise ecosystems for the digital age.

